
Lion sightings are common in villages
around the Gir forest as they are often seen

hunting pigs or other stray animals.
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Los Angeles |Agencies

'Black Swan' star Mila Kunis has joined
forces with the superhero creator
Sharad Devarajan of Graphic India.

The two have launched a new entertain-
ment franchise called Armored Kingdom
Media Inc. which will span a Web3 trading
card game, digital comics, animation and
film. It will be built on the carbon-neutral,
community-driven blockchain, NEAR,
reports 'Deadline'.

To commemorate the launch of the sci-
fi/fantasy franchise, a limited-edition Issue
#0 comic book NFT will be made available
for free, for seven days. Armored Kingdom
follows the medieval dynasties of Armoria, a
world named after a powerful and mysteri-
ous metal, Armorite. No one has been able
to mine Armorite-no one since the
Ancestors, a vanished dynasty who used it to
forge magical weapons now scattered across
the lands. Each of these weapons has the
ability to change the balance of power

among the warring dynasties, which include
humans; the jungle dwelling creatures of the
Kingdom of the Horn; the amphibious
Costraca; and the Warri, a society of secre-
tive assassins.

As per 'Deadline', Armored Kingdom's
comics and games are championed by
Kunis, who herself is an avid TCG/MMO

gamer, and has previously launched a num-
ber of projects in the Web3 animation space.

Kunis said in a statement accessed by
'Deadline', "I lost a good part of my youth to
gaming, from World of WarCraft to Settlers
of Catan. The moment I dove into Web3, I
saw the opportunity to create an immersive
universe where blockchain technology

deepens the gaming experience and makes
it more personal and immersive for every
fan. Armored Kingdom will allow gamers to
relate to their characters and gear in a revo-
lutionary way, and we can't wait to share
more of that with you very soon."

A five-issue series of both digital and
physical comics will be the first asset
launched in the collection, bringing people
inside the world of Armored Kingdom and
setting the stage for the digital card game
launching later this year.

On Devarajan's part, it is a "dream proj-
ect" for him. He said, "Armored Kingdom
has all the elements of a great fantasy meets
sci-fi story that will take a global audience
into a place of wonder. This new storytelling
experience will push Web3 technology fur-
ther than ever before, so we've turned to
NEAR to help us make it a reality. Their
expertise with community management,
championing of the creative sector, and its
carbon-neutral-user-friendly development
platform won us over."

East and West, For The Best
Mila Kunis partners with Indian superhero creator, launches entertainment franchise

RReecceenntt  IInntteerrggoovveerrnnmmeennttaall  PPaanneell  oonn  CClliimmaattee  CChhaannggee  ((IIPPCCCC))  rreeppoorrttss  hhaavvee  pprroojjeecctteedd  tthhaatt  
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London|Agencies

Focusing efforts almost exclusively on
cutting carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sions, as most governments currently

are doing, can no longer prevent global tem-
peratures from rising above the UN-mandat-
ed pre-industrial levels of 1.5 degree Celsius,
warns a new study.

But if we simultaneously also reduce
emissions of methane and other often over-
looked climate pollutants, we could cut the
rate of global warming in half by 2050 and
give the world a fighting chance, revealed
the study, appearing in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences.

Cutting carbon alone may not be enough
to prevent temperatures from rising by 2
degree Celsius. To slow down warming in
the near-term and reduce suffering from the
ever-increasing heatwaves, droughts, super-
storms and fires, short-lived climate pollu-
tants also must be reduced.

"Since most of them last only a short time

in the atmosphere, cutting them will slow
warming faster than any other mitigation
strategy," Shindell said.

The new study accounts for this effect and
concludes that focusing exclusively on

reducing fossil fuel emissions could result in
"weak, near-term warming", which could
potentially cause temperatures to exceed the
1.5 degrees Celsius level by 2035 and the 2
degrees Celsius threshold by 2050.

In contrast, reducing both CO2 and other
climate pollutants simultaneously would
significantly improve our chance of remain-
ing below the 1.5 degree Celsius mark, the
researchers said.

DO SOME EXTRA NEEDFUL

San Francisco |Agencies

Tech giant Google has
rolled out a new fea-
ture for Google Maps

that will now show the air
quality layer in the US on
both Android and iOS
users. According to
9To5Google, this will show
users what to expect, air-
wise: whether it's smoggy, smoky, otherwise bad, or simply
wonderful. With these details at their fingertips, users can
make better-informed decisions about whether to go outside
and if so, for how long. What users will see are Air Quality
Index (AQI) numbers, along with guidance for outdoor activi-
ties, when the information was last updated and links to learn
more, the report said. The data comes from trusted govern-
ment agencies, including the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) in the US, the report said.Maps also shows air
quality information from PurpleAir, a low-cost sensor network
that can give you a hyperlocal view of conditions.

To add this air quality layer to your map, users need to tap
on the button in the top right corner of their phone's screen,
then select Air Quality under Map details.

The information from PurpleAir is also available on Nest
displays and speakers, the report said.

As per the report, there is also a wildfire layer available in
the US as the wildfire season is approaching. This lets users
see details about active fires in the area.

"Decarbonisation is crucial to
meeting our long-term climate

goals, but it's not enough. Our analysis
shows that climate pollutants such as
methane, nitrous oxide, black carbon
soot, low-level ozone and hydrofluorocar-
bons contribute almost as much to global
warming as longer-lived CO2."

Drew Shindell, Professor of Earth
Science, Duke University

❝

❝

AHMEDABAD | Agencies

An alleged video has
gone viral where sever-
al people of Vadviyara

village in Amreli district of
Gujarat are seen chasing
away a lion at night.The lion
in this video is three to four
years old and is seen atop the
roof of a house in the village.

Rajdeepsinh Jhala, Deputy
Conservator of Forests, Gir
(east) Forest area, was con-
tacted by IANS to check the
authenticity of the video.

He said the alleged video is
two months old, however, no
legal action has been taken
against any local resident
over this incident. Jhala said
the wildlife of Gir has sur-
vived only because of the
understanding and co-exis-
tence between human beings
and lions in the area.

However, with the wide-
spread use of social media,
people are flocking to the for-
est taking photos and making
videos, seeing lions in their
villages. Asked about the
awareness campaigns
regarding lions in the villages
around the Gir forest, the
Deputy Conservator said the
people near the forest are
familiar to lions. However, he
says the forest authorities
regularly organise nature
education camps to create
awareness among the young
generation about lions.

"We put up signages at var-
ious places in the villages
along the forest area and also
print brochures to inform the
people of the surrounding
villages about the Wildlife Act
as well as publicise informa-
tion in local newspapers and
television channels."

Understanding and co-existence
between humans and lions has

saved Gir forest's wildlife

GOOGLE MAPS TO SHOW AIR
QUALITY AROUND YOU

WARD OFF BAD LUCK WILL NOW BE AVAILABLE AT PRISON OUTLETS

Lucknow |Agencies

Jail ki Roti is a term normally used to warn
a person about a possible jail stint. There is
also a belief that jail food -- roti in particu-

lar -- protects even
the future genera-
tions of those who
eat them to ward
off bad luck.

People are
known to plead
with officials to let
them have a jail ki
roti' even if it
comes as a premi-
um. Several top
politicians and
bureaucrats are
known to have
asked for jail ki
roti' from officials
to ward off bad luck, which may even include
a stint in jail.

"Some have come on the pretext of check-
ing jail food and then eat a meal," said a
prison official. Finally, jail officials in Uttar
Pradesh have decided to resolve the problem
by opening food outlets in major jails from
where people can buy food, including rotis,
prepared by the inmates.

DG Jail, Anand Kumar, said that the food
outlets will be opened soon and jail authori-
ties will be involved in branding and market-
ing of products made by jail inmates.

The income from these outlets will be recy-

cled and used to upgrade the facilities and
amenities inside jails. "We plan to sell items
like snacks that have a longer shelf life. In case
there is demand for roti, we will comply. The
outlets will help enhance the culinary skills of

the inmates, some of whom were recently
given cooking tips by celebrity chef Ranveer
Brar," said an official.

It is noteworthy that Akanksha', a unit run
by UP IAS Wives Association, employs
women and girls from economically weaker
sections and trains them to prepare tradition-
al Indian snacks, sweets, savouries and
masalas in a clean, hygienic environment.

The snacks are prepared under strict quali-
ty control, using the best raw materials. It is
known for its purity, high quality and authen-
ticity of taste and has maintained impeccable
standards over the past years.

'Jail ki Roti' Team Absolute|New Delhi

India have created history
on Saturday as they quali-
fy for the FIFAe Nations

Cup 2022. This is the first
time that India will play at
the esports showpiece event,
which is set to be held in
Copenhagen, Denmark this
year, from July 27 to July 30.

India defeated Korea
Republic and Malaysia in the
FIFAe Nations Series 2022
Playoffs to seal their qualifi-
cation for the showpiece
event. The journey for the
Indian efootball team kicked-
off in January 2021 when
AIFF signed the participation
agreement with FIFA for the
FIFAe Nations Series 2021.
India was among 60 coun-
tries to participate and was
placed in the Middle East &
Africa Zone. India finished
3rd in its zone, narrowly
missing out on a place in the
FIFAe Nations Playoffs 2021.

India ended the season
with a global ranking of 22
and finished above heavy-
weights such as Italy,
Argentina and Spain in the
2021 rankings. For the 2022
season, India was moved to
Asia/Oceania region and was
awarded a spot in the Play-

Ins, which would provide
direct qualification to the
Playoffs (the last stage before
the Nations Cup). During the
play-ins, India played 32
games across 4 Match Weeks
with 12 wins, 11 losses and 9
draws. Throughout the 4
Match Weeks, India retained
their place in Division 1.

With this, India successful-
ly qualified to the Playoffs by
finishing second in the
Consistency Points chart,
moving one step closer to the
FIFAe Nations Cup 2022.
During this period, India also

achieved its highest global
ranking of 19.

Going into the Playoffs, the
goal for India was simple.
Win 2 matches and seal your
spot at the showpiece event
and that is exactly what they
have done, emphatically one
might say.

Charanjot Singh, Siddh
Chandarana and Saransh
Jain came up with the goods
for India at the crucial hour
as India defeated Korea
Republic and Malaysia and
now, they will be heading to
Denmark at the end of July.

INDIA CREATE HISTORY AS THEY QUALIFY
FOR FIFAE NATIONS CUP 2022

Ahmedabad to witness first ever
LGBTQIA cultural fest on July 2

Asmita Dave |Ahmedabad

The Gandhinagar
Queer Pride
Foundation

(GQPF) is all set to
organise the first ever
LGBTQIA cultural fes-
tival -- 'Jashn-E-
Karwaan' -- in
Ahmedabad on July 2
in which artistes from across the country will participate.

The festival will celebrate the history of queer movement
in India with a promise to create a better future for the
LGBTQIA community. The theme for the festival is
Remembering Past, Creating Future'. GQPF had earlier
organised pride marches in Gandhinagar.

GQPF founder Rahul Upadhyay told IANS, "We have
been working for this foundation for five years now and we
have noticed a positive change in people's mindset. We
organise community meetups every month. We have also
started inviting the parents in the meetups too who insist
on involving them so that they can make their children's
lives easier." On why GQPF is organising the festival,
Upadhyay said, "In our films, gay characters are mostly
shown in a very stereotype manner. A gay boy doesn't flirt
with all the boys. We need to normalise this trend. Films or
series on OTT platforms are still better as compared to
mainstream movies. Actors promote LGBTQ issues only
when their films get released. The LGBTQIA community
has many talented people who should get a chance. We are
trying to give them that chance through 'Jashn-E-
Karwaan'." Upadhyay said that painters, singers, dancers
and actors from Baroda, Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad,
Hyderabad and Mumbai will be part of the festival, adding
that the attendees can buy passes online for a nominal
charge. "Those interested can check our social media pages
for more details," he said.
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THIRUVANANTHAPURAM | Agencies

Prime accused in the gold smuggling case,
Swapna Suresh on Saturday while speak-
ing to the media after getting emotional

and in tears, pleaded, "please kill me and stop
killing other people" and soon collapsed and
fell down.

Swapna suffered fits and fell down.
Before that she said she is appearing before

the media again after the police registered a
case against her lawyer Krishna Raj for a
Facebook post which she has not seen.

"I still stand by the confessional statement
that I gave early this week. I gave this statement
so that investigative agencies will do the job
and all people whom I have named, their
involvement has to come out," said Swapna.

She then said the person Shaj Kiran, had
said that 'my friend Sarith will be picked up' by
the police and it happened just that.

"If you remember, a few days back I said that
Kiran also said my lawyer (Krishna Raj) will
also be picked and now that has also happened
as a case has been registered against him. I
want to ask, when a case was registered against
me for my revelations, why is that no case was
registered against Kiran as he also through his
statement has defamed both Vijayan and CPI-
M state secretary Kodiyeri Balakrishnan," said
Swapna. Then Swapna turned emotional and
tears started to flow down her cheeks and
cried, "why are they attacking me like this?
Please kill me so that the story will be over.
Give me a chance to live. Now I don't have a
lawyer and I don't have money to get a new
lawyer," said Swapna and turning away from

the media she collapsed on the floor. Later she
was taken to the hospital. In a related develop-
ment, her lawyer Krishna Raj said he is not
going to be cowed down by the case that has
been registered against him. "Tomorrow I will
be in my office as I have work to do for
Monday, as Swapna is supposed to come to file
a case. Vijayan's tricks will not work on me and
I am not at all scared and if they want they can
come and arrest me," said Raj.

After her big revelation, the Congress and
the BJP took to the streets demanding the res-
ignation of Vijayan. Then a case was registered
against her for inciting violence.

Things turned worse for her as fearing arrest
she early this week filed an anticipatory bail
plea in the Kerala High Court. She pointed out
that Shaj Kiran had approached her stating that
he was close to Vijayan and CPI-M state secre-
tary Kodiyeri Balakrishnan threatened of dire
consequences if she does not withdraw her
statements and in lieu of that she should issue
a fresh statement absolving Vijayan and his
family.

'Plz kill me so that story will be over',
says Swapna Suresh and faints

Team Absolute|New Delhi

The Rajya Sabha poll results
came as a morale booster for
the Modi government ahead

of next month's Presidential elec-
tion. The BJP won 24 of the 57 Rajya
Sabha seats on which biennial polls
were held on June 10. The BJP field-
ed 22 candidates and supported
two independents, one each in
Rajasthan and Haryana.

After the declaration of result, the
BJP has won 22 and managed victo-
ry of one of the independents sup-
ported by it. Fourteen BJP candi-
dates won unopposed and three
candidates each won from
Karnataka and Maharashtra, and
two candidates, one each from
Rajasthan and Haryana. One BJP
supported independent candidate
won from Haryana.

But on the basis of the current
strength of state assemblies, the BJP
was only able to retain 20 seats but
the party fielded two extra candi-
dates, one each in Karnataka and
Maharashtra, and supported two
independents. The saffron camp

managed victory of its two addition-
al candidates and also ensured vic-
tory of one independent. The BJP's
impressive performance also high-
lights the party's ability to get sup-
port from unaffiliated and disaffect-
ed legislators in the opposition

camp.
Ahead of the Presidential poll, the

Rajya Sabha result also shows
cracks, dissension and lack of cohe-
sion in the opposition camp in three
states -- Maharashtra, Karnataka
and Haryana.

In an electoral college of around
10.86 lakh votes for Presidential
polls, the BJP and its alliance part-
ners are a little short of the halfway
mark and the Rajya Sabha result has
no major impact on its own votes.
The BJP is hoping that BJD and YSR
Congress will support its candidate.

A BJP insider said the party is
happy with the result of 16 Rajya
Sabha seats in four states where
polling was held as it bagged one
extra seat each in all states except
Rajasthan and in Maharashtra the
ruling Shiv Sena led Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) suffered a huge set-
back despite being in power.

After being unable to pull the
magic in the desert state, the BJP's
central disciplinary committee has
issued show-cause notice to its
Rajasthan MLA Shobharani
Kushwaha. Kushwaha was suspend-
ed from the party's primary mem-
bership for cross-voting in favour of
Congress candidate Pramod Tiwari.

Polling for the Presidential elec-
tion, if required, will be held on July
18 and counting will take place on
July 21.

RS RESULTS CAME AS BOOSTER
FOR BJP AHEAD OF PREZ POLLS

HYDERABAD | Agencies

Hyderabad police on
Saturday began ques-
tioning five juveniles

arrested in connection with
the May 28 gang rape of a 17-
year-old girl in a car. The
police until now was ques-
tioning only the accused who
is a major.

The minors were brought
to Jubilee Hills police station
from Juvenile Home, where
they have been lodged since
their arrest a few days ago.

The police had requested
Juvenile Home authorities to
make arrangements for ques-
tioning the minors in their
premises but that was not
possible. The juveniles were
then brought to the police
station. The Children in
Conflict with Law (CCL), as
the minors are called by the
police, will be questioned
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. every

day. After 5 p.m., CCL will be
handed over to Juvenile
Home.The Juvenile Justice
Board on Thursday granted
police a five-day custody of
three CCLs. However, they
could not be questioned on
Friday, as the day was lost in
the tussle over the location of
questioning.

With the Board allowing
five-day police custody of the
remaining two CCLs on
Friday, the police decided to
bring all of them to the police

station for simultaneous but
separate questioning.

The investigators are likely
to show CCL the evidence
gathered by the police against
them including the CCTV
footage to make them confess
to the crime.Meanwhile,
police continued questioning
Saduddin Malik, who is the
only major accused in the
sensational case. Police offi-
cers were grilling him for the
third consecutive day on
Saturday.

Hyderabad gang rape: Police
begin questioning five juveniles

KOLKATA | Agencies

West Bengal BJP President Sukanta
Majumdar was arrested on Saturday after-
noon while he was on his way to Howrah

where tension has been brewing for the past few
days over remarks made against Prophet
Muhammad by two now suspended BJP
spokespersons.

On Saturday morning, the police did not allow
Majumdar to come out of his residence in New
Town on the northern outskirts of Kolkata.
However, after a lot of arguments, he stepped out of
his house headed towards the tensed pockets in
Howrah district.

But as soon as his vehicle reached the toll plaza
on the Vidyasagar Setu, the principal connecting
point between Kolkata and Howrah, it was stopped
by a large team from the Howrah Police
Commiserate.

The police informed Majumdar that since
Section 144 has been imposed in the tensed pock-
ets of Howrah district, he would not be allowed to

go there.
Majumdar started arguing with the police but

soon after he was arrested and taken to the central
lock-up of Kolkata Police headquarters. Later, BJP
workers staged a protest outside the Kolkata Police
headquarters.

Reacting to the development, the leader of the
opposition in West Bengal Assembly, Suvendu
Adhikari, said that the manner in which the state
BJP leaders are being stopped from going to
Howrah shows that the state administration is hid-
ing something.

Meanwhile, West Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankhar has also slammed the state government
over the violent protests in Howrah district.

"Since June 9 in particular there has been an
awful administration failure that took no preventive
and precautionary measures. Law breakers were
allowed to have a free for all. Only prompt exem-
plary action can be a deterrent," the Governor
tweeted.State minister and Trinamool Congress
Secretary General Partha Chatterjee said that at a
time when the situation is coming under control,
the BJP leaders are trying to go to Howrah to pro-
voke further tension there.

Prophet Row: Bengal BJP chief
arrested enroute tensed Howrah

AHMEDABAD | Agencies

Aday after the city wit-
nessed massive
protests over suspend-

ed BJP leader Nupur
Sharma's "controversial"
remarks on Prophet
Muhammad, scores of peo-
ple on Saturday gathered on
Sarkhej Gandhinagar
Highway in her support.

They assembled at the
ISKCON Cross Road to take
out a rally in support of
Sharma and "Hindu unity"
but were prevented by
police.

The protestors produced a
letter on the letter pad of
'Sanatan Seva Sansthan' for
the rally but the police

refused and detained a few
of them. They argued that
when demonstrations could
take place in Dariapur and
teen darwaza without per-
mission then why couldn't
they.But the police con-
vinced them and then
released them. The crowd
then dispersed.

On Friday evening,
demonstrations took place in
the teen Darwaza area after
the Jumma Namaz in
Ahmedabad against the
remarks. Markets in the
entire Teen Darwaz and Laal
Darwaza area were also
closed in protest. Police cor-
doned off the entire area to
avoid any unfortunate inci-
dent.

Scores of people assemble
in support of Nupur
Sharma in Ahmedabad

HYDERABAD | Agencies

After failing to make any progress
on his idea of a national front,
Telangana Chief Minister K.

Chandrasekhar Rao appears to have
made up his mind to float a national
party.

A final decision in this regard is
expected to be taken on June 19 at the
extended meeting of Telangana Rashtra
Samithi (TRS) executive.

The TRS chief, who had a marathon
discussion with state ministers and
senior party leaders on Friday, is
understood to have agreed to the pro-
posal of floating Bharat Rashtra Samithi
(BRS).

The process to register the new party
with the Election Commission of India
is likely to start soon. KCR, as the TRS
supremo is popularly known, is looking

to make a formal announcement of a
new party in New Delhi by June-end.

TRS leadership is reportedly keen to
have the TRS symbol of 'car' for the BRS
as well. The TRS office coming up in
the national capital will serve as the
headquarters of the proposed national
party, party sources said.

KCR, who has already announced his
intention to play a key role in national
politics, discussed the current political
situation with his close aides for more
than six hours. He is said to have
accepted the proposal by a party MLA
to name the proposed party as BRS.

After his meetings with Delhi Chief
Minister Arvid Kejriwal, Samajwadi
Party chief Akhilesh Yadav and former
Prime Minister and Janata Dal(S)
leader Deve Gowda last month, KCR
had said that there would be a sensa-
tion soon in the country.

KCR LIKELY TO FLOAT NATIONAL PARTY BHARAT RASHTRA SAMITHI

Team Absolute|New Delhi

The Congress on
Saturday expelled
Adampur MLA

Kuldeep Bhishnoi from
all party positions after
he openly cross-voted
against official Congress
nominee Ajay Maken in
Rajya Sabha polls held
on Friday.

In a letter, Congress
general secretary
(organisation) K.C.
Venugopal, wrote,
"Honble Congress
President has expelled
Shri Kuldeep Bishnoi
from all his present
party positions including
the post of special invi-
tee in Congress working
committee with immedi-
ate effect."

Kuldeep Bishnoi has
cross-voted in the Rajya

Sabha polls, which led to
party candidate Ajay
Maken's defeat in
Haryana. Two Congress
MLAs cross-voted in
Haryana as the party
candidate got only 29
votes out of 31 and
Independent candidate
backed by BJP, Kartikeya
Sharma defeated him
with a slight margin.

Bishnoi, meanwhile,
had tweeted a cryptic
message which read: "I
have the capability to
crush snakes' hood, do
not leave the jungle in
the fear of snakes."

Bishnoi was upset
with the party after he
was denied state
President post and had
said he will only take a
decision after meeting
Rahul Gandhi which did
not take place.

Cong expels Kuldeep Bishnoi
for cross-voting in RS polls

TIRUPATI | Agencies

The Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanam
(TTD) is mulling legal action against
newly-wed cine couple Nayanathara

and Vignesh Shivan for doing a photoshoot
and roaming with footwear on Mada Streets
during their visit to Tirumala temple on
Friday.

The couple, who took part in
Kalyanotsavam, stirred a controversy by
doing a photoshoot in violation of rules. The
actress was also found walking along the
Mada Streets with her footwear on.

Video footage of her walking in the sur-
rounding area of the main temple with her
footwear on and posing for photographs
soon went viral on social media.

As the action of the couple drew flak from
various quarters, TTD, which manages the
affairs of the richest temple, reacted on
Saturday.

TTD vigilance officer Bali Reddy told the
media that Nayanathara wearing footwear
while walking along the Mada Streets was
unfortunate.

He pointed out that Mada Steers hold
high religious significance and as per TTD
rules, walking with footwear on in the area is

strictly prohibited. He said this happened
due to the failure of TTD employees who
were on duty.

The vigilance officer said the couple was
also found doing a photoshoot which was in
violation of TTD rules.

"We will take action against those
employees who were on duty at that time as
they failed to stop the violations," he said.

As per TTD rules, private cameras are not
allowed in the vicinity of the temple and the
couple violated the rules by bringing their
cameramen along and doing a photoshoot.

He said the TTD board would consult
legal experts to proceed legally against
Nayanathara and Vignesh Shivan. He hinted
that legal notices may be served to the cou-
ple.

Meanwhile, Vignesh Shivan has issued a
statement apologising for their mistake. He
said they were in a hurry to complete the
photoshoot and did not realise that they had
their footwear on.

He said they wanted to marry at Tirumala
but since this was not possible due to some
reasons, they came to the temple immedi-
ately after the wedding and to get a feeling
that their wedding took place at Tirumala
they did the photoshoot.

Tirumala temple mulls legal action against Nayanathara-Vignesh
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Men build
too many

walls and not
enough

bridges.

❝
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There seems to be no end
to inflammatory, incendi-
ary and provocative
remarks made by extrem-
ists belonging to different

communities in the country.What
started off as an alleged insult to
Prophet Muhammad during a
heated TV debate, has snowballed
into bouts of competitive extrem-
ism and hate speech. Indians are
now genuinely worried that hate
speech is vitiating the atmosphere
in the country. This was revealed
during a CVoter survey conducted

across the nation on behalf of IANS
to gauge public sentiments on the
issue. According to the survey, 86
per cent of the respondents overall
were of the firm opinion that hate
speech is indeed vitiating the
atmosphere in the country. There
seemed to be near unanimity of
opinion amongst Indians spread
across education, income and eth-
nic distinctions. In virtually every
single category, more than 80 per
cent of the respondents were of the
opinion that hate speech is vitiating
the atmosphere.However, Indians
were not as unanimous in express-
ing their views about action being
taken under law to curb hate
speech. Recently, the Delhi Police
registered FIRs against at least 31
individuals, including politicians
and journalists, for their alleged
hate speech acts.When asked if
such action would prove effective
in curbing the menace of hate
speech, 55 per cent of the respon-
dents overall agreed, while 45 per
cent felt such actions were not
enough.There seemed to be a vast

difference of opinion across age
groups. While 42 per cent of those
in the 18-24 age category agreed
that such action will curb hate
speech, more than 63 per cent of
respondents above age 55 felt the
same.Similar differences could also
be seen across educational, income
and ethnic identities across the
country.

❝

Thiruvananthapuram|Agencies

In a study done in the water-
logged canals that run
through the state capital city-

Thiruvananthapuram, a team of
researchers revealed that the
residues released into water
from plastic wastes unravel a
chemical environment which
facilitate mosquitoes to com-
plete lifecycle in rapid succes-
sion than that in water which is
devoid of plastic wastes.

The study was done by R.V.
Ayana Gayathri and D.A. Evans
attached to the Zoology
Department of the University
College, Thiruvananthapuram.

The study pointed out that
Bisphenol A, Bisphenol S and
Pthalates are identified as major
residues released into water
from plastic wastes.

Mosquito borne diseases
such as malaria, dengue
fever, encephalitis, chikun-
gunya and kyasanur forest
disease are major health
concern to people living in
tropical countries.

The equator of the globe
gives ample survival
chances to mosquitoes
through high rain fall, high
humidity and elevated
temperature and hence
population density of mos-
quitoes is high in these
regions compared to tem-
perate regions.

Anthropogenic factors
such as disposal of plastic
wastes provide additional
chances for mosquitoes for
successful completion of
lifecycle, as these wastes
create stagnation.

HATE SPEECH NEEDS TO BE CURBED, FEELS MAJORITY OF INDIANS

'SAMRAT PRITHVIRAJ': OVERDOSE
OF NATIONALISM FAILED

NNeeww  DDeellhhii:: 'Samrat
Prithviraj' was touted as
one of the biggest block-
busters to come out of
Bollywood in 2022. With
Covid lockdowns and
restrictions no longer in
place, trade analysts
expected this historical and
big budget movie based on
Prithviraj Chauhan to break
some records at the box
office.
It was also touted as anoth-
er landmark film in the
career of actor Akshay
Kumar who has delivered
many hits, and many duds,
in his three-decade-long
acting career. Like in the
case of that monster block-
buster hit 'The Kashmir
Files', nationalism was
raised as a key promotional

strategy of the film.
In the end, despite all the
hype, the lavish sets and the
big budgets, the movie has
performed far below expec-
tations at the box office. In
a survey, the highest per-
centage of respondents
strongly felt that an over-
dose of nationalism was the
primary cause for the failure
of the film.
About 26 per cent of the
respondents ascribed an
overdose of nationalism as
the cause. About 19 per cent
said they have had an over-
dose of Akshay Kumar,
while about 18 per cent felt
the movie was very poorly
made.Close to 38 per cent of
the respondents said they
had no interest whatsoever
in the issue or the movie.

KASHMIRI YOUTUBER
ARRESTED FOR 
ENACTING BEHEADING
OF NUPUR SHARMA
Srinagar: Jammu and
Kashmir police on Saturday
arrested Kashmir-based
YouTuber Faisal Wani, who
had digitally enacted the
act of beheading former BJP
spokesperson Nupur
Sharma. On Friday, when
several Islamists, baying for
the blood of the ex-BJP
spokesperson ran riots
across India, the accused
posted a disturbing video
on his Youtube channel
named 'Deep Pain Fitness'.
In the said video, Wani
could be heard saying: "No
action, Gustak-e-Rasool ki
eki hi saza -- Sarr Kalam
(The punishment for blas-
phemy is beheading)". The
Youtuber then proceeded to
behead an image of Nupur
Sharma with an axe. The
gory video also showed
Wani, holding the former
BJP leader's severed head
and tossing it away with
disgust.

VIOLENCE IN BENGAL;

INTERNET SHUTDOWN

IN 2 DISTRICTS
KKoollkkaattaa::  Howrah was rocked
by fresh violence on
Saturday when clashes were
reported from Panchla
Bazaar area where several
houses were torched. During
the protests, agitators pelt-
ed police with stones. As
many as 60 people were
arrested on Saturday after
violence rocked West
Bengal's Howrah district
over controversial remarks
on Prophet Mohammad
made by now-suspended
BJP leaders Nupur Sharma
and Naveen Jindal. The
arrested persons have been
booked for rioting, attempt
to murder and causing dam-
age to public properties,
among others, police said.
The district, around 16km
from state capital Kolkata,
saw a fresh bout of violence
on Saturday during which
protesters clashed with
police and several public
properties were damaged.
Internet services have been
suspended in Howrah till
June 13, and a similar clam-
pdown was imposed in parts
of Murshidabad till June 14
after violence erupted in the
district on Saturday.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH
Southwest monsoon

advances over Mumbai
With this, the monsoon starts cover-
ing what IMD identifies as 'monsoon
core zone', i.e., the area that lies
mostly in central India from west to
east coast and largely dependent on
monsoon rainfall for agriculture.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

Southwest monsoon further
advanced into the remain-
ing parts of central Arabian

Sea, most parts of Konkan,
including Mumbai, some parts of
Madhya Maharashtra and some
more parts of Karnataka on
Saturday.

The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) said that con-
ditions are favourable for further
advancement of monsoon into
some parts of north Arabian sea,
remaining parts of Konkan, some
parts of Gujarat, most parts of
Madhya Maharashtra, entire
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, some
parts of Telengana, Andhra
Pradesh, and northwest Bay of
Bengal during the next 48 hours.

With this, the monsoon starts
covering what IMD identifies as
'monsoon core zone', i.e., the
area that lies mostly in central
India from west to east coast and

largely dependent on monsoon
rainfall for agriculture.

After onset over Kerala on May
29, three days ahead of its nor-
mal date in June, there was a
slow progress of southwest mon-
soon owing to lack of system that
could push it forward. Then, after
almost a week of slow progress,
IMD had declared on June 9 that
conditions were favourable for
the advancement of southwest
monsoon further.

"Conditions would continue to
become favourable for further
advancement of monsoon into
some more parts of north
Arabian Sea, Gujarat, some parts
of Marathwada, some more parts
of Telengana, Andhra Pradesh,
most parts of Bay of Bengal,
entire Sub-Himalayan West
Bengal and Sikkim, some parts of
Odisha, Gangetic West Bengal,
Jharakhand and Bihar during the
subsequent 2-3 days," the IMD
forecast said.

Nagaland killings: State govt SIT
names Major among 30 soldiers

Kohima|Agencies

The Special Investigation
Team (SIT), set up by
the Nagaland govern-

ment to probe the killing of
14 people in Mon district in
December last year, has
named 30 Army men includ-
ing a major, in its charge
sheet submitted to court, offi-
cials said on Saturday.

A senior Nagaland Police
official said that the SIT sub-
mitted its charge sheet to the
District and Sessions Court in
Mon district on May 30
through the additional public
prosecutor and named 30
members of the operation
team of 21 Para (Special
Force) - the major, two sube-
dars, eight havildars, four
nayaks, six lance nayaks and
nine paratroopers.

It said that investigation
has revealed that Alpha team
of 21 Para (Special Force),

consisting of 31 personnel
led by a major rank officer
launched an operation in
Oting Tiru area on December
3 last year, based on the intel-
ligence input about presence
of a group of militants
belonging to the NSCN-K-YA
and the ULFA.

On December 4, at around
4.20 p.m., the operation
team, which had laid an

ambush at Longkhao
between Upper Tiru and
Oting village and opened fire
at a white Bolero pick up
vehicle which was carrying
eight civilians belonging to
Oting village, most of whom
were working as labourers in
a coal mine at Tiru without
ensuring positive identifica-
tion and failing to carry out
challenging procedure.

INDIA RECORDS
8,329 FRESH
COVID CASES,
10 DEATHS

New Delhi: India registered
8,329 fresh Covid cases in last
24 hrs, a steep rise against
7,584 infections reported on
previous day, the Union Health
Ministry said on Saturday
morning. In the same period,
the country reported 10 more
Covid deaths, taking the
nationwide death toll to
5,24,757. Meanwhile, the active
caseload has also risen to
40,370 cases, accounting for
0.09 per cent of the country's
total positive cases. The recov-
ery of 4,216 patients in the last
24 hours took the cumulative
tally to 4,26,48,308.
Consequently, India's recovery
rate stands at 98.69 per cent.
Meanwhile, daily positivity rate
has gone up to 2.41 per cent,
while the weekly positivity rate
in the country currently stands
at 1.75 per cent.

Presidential polls: Mamata
leads charge, calls oppn
meet on June 15
Kolkata|Agencies

With an eye on the forthcoming
Presidential polls, West
Bengal Chief Minister

Mamata Banerjee has convened a
meeting of the leaders of all opposition
parties and chief ministers of the
opposition ruled states, in New Delhi
on June 15. The meeting will be held at
the Constitutional Club.

She has forwarded a letter to 22
leaders which include the chief minis-
ters of different opposition-ruled
states. The recipients of the letter
include Congress president Sonia
Gandhi, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal, Odisha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik, Telangana Chief
Minister K. Chandrasekhar Rao and
Maharashtra Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray, among others.

Even her arch political rivals, CPI-M
general secretary Sitaram Yechury and

Kerala
Chief
Minister
Pinarayi
Vijayan
have also
been
invited to
attend
the meet-
ing.

The fact that Mamata Banerjee will
go all out in leading the charge to forge
opposition unity on the issue of presi-
dential polls was made clear by her in
March this year. Soon after BJP
clinched victory in the assembly polls
in four out of five states including Uttar
Pradesh, Mamata Banerjee said on the
floor of the assembly that the game is
not over yet since BJP will not be able
to get its candidate elected in the pres-
idential polls without support from
other parties.

TOP FASHION DESIGNER
FOUND DEAD AT HOME

Hyderabad: Celebrity fashion
designer Prathyusha Garimella was
found dead on Saturday in suspicious
circumstances at her Banjara Hills resi-
dence in Hyderabad, Telangana.

Prathyusha, who was the founder of
her own label named Prathyusha
Garimella, used to run a fashion studio
in Banjara Hills and had top clients
from Tollywood, Bollywood and also
from other sectors.The Circle Inspector
of Banjara Hills has stated that she was
found lying in the bathroom and that
her dead body has been shifted to
Osmania hospital for PME. She is sus-
pected to have died by suicide. Police
have seized a carbon monoxide cylin-
der from her bedroom. A case has been
registered in Banjara Hills under provi-
sions related to a suspicious death and
a further probe will be carried out. Last
year, Prathyusha had told Femina that
prior to starting off her fashion career,
she had studied in the UK for her mas-
ter's following which she joined her
father's business - LED manufacturing
company. However, soon it dawned on
Prathyusha that she wasn't cut out for
the job and that her interests were
somewhere elsewhere.

Russia's Duma speaker alludes
to 'new G8' which includes India

Moscow|Agencies

The US "with its own
hands" pushed the
countries, which are not

participating in "sanctions
wars", to form a "new Big
Eight" group with Russia, the
Russian State Duma speaker
Vyacheslav Volodin said on
Saturday.In a Telegram post,
Volodin included a table with
IMF data on GDP based on
purchasing power parity of
countries he calls the "new
G8" and of countries forming
the current G7 (after Russia's
participation in the bloc was
suspended over Crimea's vote
to join the country in 2014,
the G8 effectively turned into
the G7), RT reported."The
group of eight countries not
participating in the sanctions
wars -- China, India, Russia,
Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico,
Iran, Turkey -- in terms of
GDP at PPP is 24.4 per cent
ahead of the old group,"

Volodin wrote, RT reported.In
his opinion, the economies of
the G7 members -- the US,
Japan, Germany, Britain,
France, Italy and Canada --
continue "to crack under the
weight of sanctions imposed
against Russia".Creating ten-
sions will "inevitably" lead the
US to lose its world domina-
tion, Volodin stressed, RT
reported. "The US created the
conditions with its own
hands for countries wishing
to build an equal dialogue
and mutually beneficial rela-
tions to actually form a 'new
Big Eight' together with
Russia," he said.

Plastic residue shortens mosquito lifecycle,
facilitates population explosion THE LIFECYCLE OF MOSQUITO IS

COMPLETED IN POLLUTED
WATER AND HAS FOUR STAGES
SUCH AS EGG, LARVA, PUPA AND
ADULT MOSQUITO. FEMALE MOS-
QUITOES LAY EGGS FOUR DAYS
AFTER BLOOD MEAL ON THE SUR-
FACE OF WATER OR ON FLOATING
WET OBJECTS.

THE STUDY OBSERVED THAT
UNDER THE ATMOSPHERIC TEM-
PERATURE RANGE OF 26 TO 31
DEGREES, EGGS HATCH OUT INTO
LARVAE AFTER 36 HOURS.

TECHNICALLY THE STUDY
FOUND OUT THAT IN THE PRES-
ENCE OF BPA HATCHING TIME IS
REDUCED TO 18 HOURS.
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The ruling Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) govern-
ment got a rude jolt as

the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) on Saturday secured the
win of its additional candi-
date in the Rajya Sabha polls
from Maharashtra.

Elections were held for six
vacancies, with seven candi-
dates were in fray, including
three from BJP, two from Shiv
Sena, and one each from
Nationalist Congress Party
and the Congress.

All the BJP candidates --
Piyush Goyal, Anil Bonde and
Dhananjay Mahadik have
won the Rajya Sabha elec-
tions.The victors from the
MVA are -- Sanjay Raut (Shiv
Sena), Praful Patel (NCP) and
Imran Pratapgarhi
(Congress).In a huge upset,
the Sena's second candidate

Sanjay Pawar lost the polls,
stunning the MVA, in the
results that were declared
around 4 a.m. From the
beginning it was clear that the
battle was between Mahadik,
a former Kolhapur MP and
Pawar, the Shiv Sena District
President from Kolhapur.

"We never fought the elec-
tion for the sake of contest
but to win it," said the Leader
of Opposition Devendra
Fadnavis, who ensured BJP's
win.Raut said that certain
expected votes did not fall in
the MVA's favour, due to
some reasons that led to the
Sena candidate's loss.

"We had predicted that all
the four MVA candidates
would win. What went wrong
will surely be studied, and
analysed," said Congress
Legislature Party leader and
Revenue Minister Balasaheb
Thorat.

MVA STUNNED AS BJP
BAGS 3 OF 6 RS SEATS

THE RULING
MAHA VIKAS
AGHADI (MVA)
GOVERNMENT
GOT A RUDE
JOLT AS THE
BHARATIYA
JANATA PARTY
(BJP) ON
SATURDAY
SECURED THE
WIN OF ITS ADDI-
TIONAL CANDI-
DATE IN THE
RAJYA SABHA
POLLS FROM
MAHARASHTRA.
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Exploiting a wave of perceived
angst of smaller parties and
Independents propping up

the Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA) gov-
ernment, the opposition BJP in
Maharashtra dealt an embarrass-
ing blow to the ruling alliance in
the Rajya Sabha elections despite
lacking in numbers.

Several members of the MVA
grudgingly complimented Leader
of Opposition Devendra Fadnavis,
with Nationalist Congress Party
supremo Sharad Pawar even cred-
iting him with pulling off a miracle,
after the BJP won the crucial sixth
seat by trouncing its former ally
Shiv Sena's candidate.

Three BJP nominees won Rajya
Sabha seats, Union Commerce
Minister Piyush Goyal, BJP Kisan
Morcha General Secretary Anil
Bonde and state party spokesper-
son and ex-MP Dhananjay
Mahadik from Kolhapur, with the
latter routing Sena's Sanjay Pawar,
also from Kolhapur.

The MVA netted three RS seats
Sena chief spokesperson Sanjay

Raut, NCP's ex-Union minister
Praful Patel and Congress' Imran
Pratapgarhi  but the Sena's hopes
to ensure Pawar's victory were
ignominiously dashed.

A daylong of post-mortem com-
ments by the dejected Sena leaders
largely threw up the usual causes,
with Raut blaming allurements, big
bucks and threats that dissuaded

several Independents and smaller
parties from backing Sanjay Pawar
despite assurances.

BJP's Mahadik romped home
with 41 votes while Sena's Pawar
got 39 votes with the minimum
winning quota being 41 for all the
contestants in the electoral college
comprising 288 MLAs. The actual
voting strength reduced as one

Sena MLA died recently, while two
from NCP were denied temporary
bail to cast vote.

Similarly, Goyal and Bonde each
got 48 votes, Pratapgarhi secured
44 votes, Patel netted 43 votes and
Raut scraped through with 41 as
one Sena vote was rendered
invalid early on Saturday by the
Election Commission of India

(ECI).Raut claimed that the MVA
was deprived of three votes of the
Bahujan Vikas Aghadi led by
Hitendra Thakur, and some
Independents like Sanjay Patil and
Devendra Bhuyar, though the latter
denied his contentions.

He also accused the ECI of
favouring the BJP by invalidating
one Sena vote though the MVA had
objected to two votes of BJP's
Sudhir Mungantiwar and
Independent Ravi Rana, but no
action was taken on this.

Senior leader Sharad Pawar said
that he was not shocked or sur-
prised by the outcome, especially
since all the MVA candidates
polled the votes as per their quota.

"Only Patel got an extra vote and
we don't know where it came from,
it was not the MVA's vote but from
the opposite side," he said.

He admitted that the gap was big
for the sixth seat, and even though
the MVA made all-out efforts to
bridge the gap, it did not succeed.

"I must say Fadnavis knows how
to keep his people together. He has
performed a miracle' despite the
numbers," said Pawar.

MAHA RS POLLS: FADNAVIS PERFORMS A 'MIRACLE' DESPITE LACKING NUMBERS
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Taking umbrage at the Centre's
"dictatorship" and the
Bharatiya Janata Party's

attempts to implicate Congress lead-
ers Sonia Gandhi and Rahul in false
cases, the Maharashtra Congress will
hold protests outside Enforcement
Directorate (ED) offices in Mumbai
and Nagpur on Monday.

State party President Nana Patole
said that the BJP government at the
Centre is acting out of political
vendetta against the Congress
President Sonia Gandhi and MP
Rahul Gandhi as part of its conspira-

cy to "silence the Opposition parties"
by misusing central probe agencies.

"In tune with the Centre's ploy, the
ED has issued notices to Soniaji and
Rahulji to trap them in a fake case.
The BJP is working in violation of the
democratic principles and the
Constitution. The Centre has turned
agencies like ED, CBI, IT, NCB into
its puppets and are deploying them
to crush the Opposition parties'
voice," he said. As part of the BJP's
designs, opposition parties or their
senior leaders across the country in
non-BJP ruled states are being sys-
tematically targeted, raided and
action is being taken against them,

the Congress chief alleged. "The
Congress has been consistently rais-
ing its voice against these oppres-
sive, tyrannical and arbitrary tactics
of BJP... Last year, we took to the
streets to oppose the three black
agriculture laws, inflation, unem-
ployment and other burning issues,"
Patole said. Continuing in the same
vein, the Congress will organise
demonstrations outside the ED
offices in Mumbai and Nagpur on
June 13 (Monday) with the presence
of all senior leaders and its ministers
in the Maha Vikas Aghadi govern-
ment. The protesters would include
Congress Legislative Party Leader

and Minister Balasaheb Thorat,
other ministers Ashok Chavan, Amit
Deshmukh, K.C. Padvi, Dr. Nitin
Raut, Vijay Wadettiwar, Yashomati
Thakur, Sunil Kedar, Aslam Shaikh,
Satej Patil, and Dr. Vishwajeet
Kadam.

Also joining will be Mumbai
Congress President Bhai Jagtap, State
Working Presidents Naseem Khan,
Basavaraj Patil, Shivajirao Moghe,
Chandrakant Handore, MLAs Praniti
Shinde, Suresh Dhanorkar, Kunal
Patil, MPs Rajnitai Patil and Kumar
Ketkar, Atul Londhe, Sachin Sawant,
and leaders of various wings, among
others.

Maha Congress to protest outside
ED offices on Monday

Taking umbrage at the Centre's "dictatorship" and the Bharatiya
Janata Party's attempts to implicate Congress leaders Sonia Gandhi and
Rahul in false cases, the Maharashtra Congress will hold protests out-
side Enforcement Directorate (ED) offices in Mumbai and Nagpur on
Monday.
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According to a top official,
Maharashtra would
introduce a Rs 200-crore

fund to invest in deep tech
firms from the state that are
preferably driven by women
and socially relevant.

Manisha Verma, the princi-
pal secretary for skills, employ-
ment, entrepreneurship and
innovation, said during a
Tiecon event that the
'Maharashtra Innovation and

Technological Development
Fund' will be a Rs 200 crore
corpus for early-stage busi-
nesses in the state.

"The fund will have a special
focus on deep/tech, women-
led businesses and socially rel-
evant startups," she said in her
presentation at the annual
summit.Verma said the state is
considering launching a seed
fund for entrepreneurs, but he
didn't elaborate.She noted that
the state already has a host of
vehicles for making equity
investments in startups, all of
which were developed in col-
laboration with finance players
with domain expertise.

The Small Industries
Development Bank of India
(SIDBI) manages a Rs 120-
crore Maharashtra Social
Venture Fund, while IDBI
Capital manages a Rs 330-
crore Maharashtra State

Defence and Aerospace Fund
and a Rs 80-crore fund for
entrepreneurs from margin-
alised groups. The person in
charge of the Maharashtra
State Innovation Society stated
that the annual 'Maharashtra
Startup Week' is already
underway and asked firms to
submit entries.

According to her, 96 busi-
nesses have earned orders
worth over Rs 14 crore as a
result of their participation in
the last four editions of the
event.She said that the majori-
ty of companies are springing
up in clusters such as Mumbai,
Thane, Pune, Aurangabad,
and Nagpur, and urged entre-
preneurs to veture further into
the state. She stated that the
state pays special attention to
skilling in order to ensure that
the necessary talent is avail-
able for enterprises in need.

Maharashtra to launch Rs 200 crore
fund for women-led startups

Maharashtra is set
to launch a Rs 200
crore fund to invest
in deep tech start-
ups in the state
which are led by
women and are
socially relevant.
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Maharashtra School reopening date has
been announced and the school will
reopen on June 15, 2022. Among several

speculations on Maharashtra school, reopening
date, the government has announced the school
reopening date through an official notice shared by
Education minister Varsha Gaikwad on Twitter.
Schools in Maharashtra would reopen after the
summer break and the education minister has
asked to students gear up.

Varsha Gaikwad tweeted: "It's school time again!!
After the summer break, our schools are ready to
welcome students back from the 15th of June in a
safe, wholesome atmosphere. So students set your
alarm clocks, pack your bags and get ready." Sharing a tweet thread, Maharashtra's education

minister also mentioned the zero-tolerance policy
the state is going to adopt against school dropouts.
Further to this, she tweeted, "To uphold every
child's right to education,we should strive for zero
tolerance against school drop outs. As a step in this
direction,we've asked local authorities to conduct
detailed surveys to identify students who have
dropped out & bring them back to school
#MissionZeroDropOut"The official notice share by
the government has started to follow COVID-19
protocols to maintain a safe atmosphere. The
schools were closed in April and were originally
slated to be open from June 13. However, due to the
increase in COVID cases the decision got delayed.
Now, the officials have announced the school
reopening date, and students are advised to contact
their respective schools for any queries.

Maharasthra schools to reopen
from June 15: Varsha Gaikwad

Maharasthra schools are set to reopen from June 15, 2022 as per the latest announcement by
the school Education minister Varsha Gaikwad. Schools in Maharashtra were closed for sum-
mer breaks in April and were scheduled to reopen in June. 
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Protests erupted at several places across
Maharashtra on Friday, 10 June, with
people demanding the arrest of sus-

pended Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
spokesperson Nupur Sharma over her contro-
versial remarks against Prophet Muhammad.

As per Maharashtra Police, a total of 117
instances of protests were witnessed and 10
FIRs have been registered against the protest-
ers.

An offence has been registered against over
100 demonstrators who staged an agitation in
Maharashtra's Aurangabad.

An offence has been registered under sec-
tion 149 (unlawful assembly) and other rele-
vant provisions of the IPC and Motor Vehicles
Act against the protesters, an official from
Begumpura police station said.

Protesters on Friday called for shutdowns
of shops and markets, put up posters, organ-
ised rallies, and burnt effigies of the BJP
spokesperson.

Earlier, Nupur Sharma was suspended from
the primary membership of the BJP after her
remarks drew flak from over 15 countries.
Sharma then furnished an unconditional
apology and claimed that she is receiving
death threats from people.

Prophet Row: 10 FIRs Registered in
Maharashtra After Protests in 117 Places

PROTESTERS CALLED FOR
SHUTDOWNS OF SHOPS, PUT
UP POSTERS, AND BURNT
EFFIGIES OF THE BJP
SPOKESPERSON.
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Maharashtra Governor dedicat-
ed a 10-metre long replica of
India's first aircraft carrier,

'INS Vikrant', which stands at the
Regal Circle in Colaba, south Mumbai,
here on Friday.

Present was Vice-Admiral Ajendra
Bahadur Singh, Flag Officer
Commanding-in-Chief, Western Naval
Command and other senior civil and
defence officials.

The imposing model of the erst-
while Vikrant was created in-house by
the Naval Dockyard here and has been
stationed at a small traffic island in
association with the Colaba Residents

Association, My Dream Colaba and
CALM, supported by lawyer
Makarand Narvekar.

An aircraft carrier of the Majestic
Class, INS Vikrant was launched in
September 1945 for the British Royal
Navy and the 210 metre-long vessel
formally inducted into the Indian Navy
on November 3, 1961.

She was decommissioned in
January 1997 after a glorious service of
36 years, and served as a floating

museum ship anchored off Cuffe
Parade till 2012 amid a nationwide
clamour to convert her into a perma-
nent museum. After a series of devel-
opments, including campaigns, pro-
cessions, protests and legal battles,
Vikrant was finally sold through an
online auction and scrapped in
November 2014, marking the end of
an emotional era.

During her heyday as INS Vikrant
prowling in the oceans, she participat-

ed in numerous campaigns and exer-
cises including the Liberation of Goa
in December 1961 and the India-
Pakistan War in 1971, among many
others.The dedication in Mumbai of
the Vikrant model is an affirmation of
the strong maritime connect of the
coastal city and the rich maritime her-
itage of Maharashtra which has a long
coastline.The Vikrant model stands
close to the iconic Gateway of India
and Naval Dockyard, signifying the
ship's bonds with Mumbai where she
was based during her entire commis-
sioned service.

In tune with the old adage, 'Old
ships never die, they fade away to be
resurrected in another avatar',
'Vikrant' is set for rebirth as an
Indigenous Aircraft Carrier designed
by Indian Navy and under construc-
tion at the Cochin Shipyard Ltd.

The new avatar of Vikrant is cur-
rently undergoing sea trials and will
soon be commissioned into the Indian
Navy as 'INS Vikrant', said officials.

10-metre replica of India's first aircraft
carrier, Vikrant, unveiled in Mumbai

Maharashtra Governor dedi-
cated a 10-metre long replica
of India's first aircraft carrier,
'INS Vikrant', which stands at
the Regal Circle in Colaba,
south Mumbai, here on Friday.
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A72-year-old man has
been arrested for
allegedly extorting over

Rs 3 lakh from a builder in
Maharashtra's Thane city,
police said on Saturday.

Based on a complaint, the
city police's anti-extortion
cell (AEC) caught the
accused Mukesh Bechardas
Kanakiya while accepting Rs

3.11 lakh on Thursday
evening, senior inspector
Maloji Shinde of the AEC
said. The complainant
Kantilal Bouva had got a con-
tract for redeveloping a hous-
ing society. The accused,
who claims to be an RI
activist, had obtained infor-
mation from the civic author-
ities about the redevelop-
ment work and made appli-
cations stating that the con-
struction was illegal, the offi-
cial said. The accused then
allegedly demanded Rs 5
lakh from the complainant to
withdraw the applications
and after due negotiations,
settled for Rs 3.6 lakh. He
then sought Rs 10 lakh and
threatened to stop the con-
struction work, he said. The
police also carried out
searches on the premises of
the accused and seized Rs 4
lakh cash and some RTI
applications, the official said,
adding that further probe is
underway.

72-Year-Old Man Arrested For
Extorting Money From Builder

THE POLICE
ALSO CARRIED
OUT SEARCHES
ON THE PREMIS-
ES OF THE
ACCUSED AND
SEIZED RS 4
LAKH CASH AND
SOME RTI APPLI-
CATIONS, THE
OFFICIAL SAID.
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BJP national general secretary and in charge of
Maharashtra CT Ravi congratulated Leader of
opposition Devendra Fadnavis, BJP state presi-

dent Chandrakantdada Patil and workers of BJP for
the grand success of the party in the Rajya Sabha elec-
tion by winning three seats. 

He congratulated union minister Piyush Goyal, BJP
Kisan Morcha national general secretary Anil Bonde
and BJP state spokesperson Dhananjay Mahadik for
winning the election. He said that some MLAs from
the ruling MVA camp also voted for BJP and hence the
success was possible. Also Read | Fadnavis hails BJP's

'convincing victory' in Maharashtra RS polls, attributes
it to teamwork It shows that just like the people of
Maharashtra, ruling alliance MLAs also want to sup-
port BJP under the leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, he said in a statement. He said that
BJP won because of the creative strategy, teamwork
and firm resolve of BJP MLAs towin.He especially
appreciated the resolve of MLA Laxman Jagtap and
MLA Mukta Tilak who came to Mumbai in ambu-
lances and voted for the election despite serious
health issues.He said that the success of the BJP in the
Rajya Sabha election is the best birthday gift by thep-
eople of Maharashtra to BJP state president
Chandrakantdada Patil.

C T Ravi congratulates Maharashtra BJP for winning three seats
He said that some MLAs from the ruling MVA camp also voted for
BJP and hence the success was possible 
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Union Minister Prahlad Patel on Saturday
alleged Pakistan's role behind violent
protests that rattled various parts of the

country on Friday over the raging row on contro-
versial remarks of a BJP spokesperson against
Prophet Muhammad. The minister said that
"certain elements are jealous of India's growing
stature."The Minister's remarks came during a

visit to Madhya Pradesh's Jabalpur district on
Saturday. The society should have to be vigilant
against such activities, said the Minister.

"The Centre is vigilant and whatever is per-
missible under the law will be done in this mat-
ter. However, such a tendency to fuel rift in mul-
ticultural countries is a challenge and a concern
as well," he added."It's an open secret that
Pakistan is the country which is jealous of India.
All these protests are being held by some fanat-
ics. Such incidents are sponsored by vested ele-
ments," Patel said while talking to the press in

Jabalpur.
On Friday, the protests were also held in sev-

eral parts of Madhya Pradesh, including Bhopal,
Jabalpur, Chhindwara and Damoh districts.

A large crowd staged a demonstration at
Chhindwara district headquarters in protest
against the controversial statement by former
BJP spokesperson Nupur Sharma. A procession
was carried out from Raja Talkies amid heavy
police security.The protest was carried out
despite the administration denied permission
citing imposition of prohibitory orders in the
wake of local body polls.

As per the police, a large number of Muslims
crossed police barricades to hand over a memo-
randum to district police. However, no incident
of violence was reported in the state.

Reacting on Friday's march, state Home
Minister Narottam Mishra said it's a matter of
'research' as to who was behind crossing the
police barricades in Chhindwara.

"We should thank Madhya Pradesh police
which maintained a peaceful atmosphere in the
state. No untoward incident was reported. If
someone makes an attempt to disrupt peace in
the state, police will take strict action against
them," Mishra, who is also the spokesperson of
the state government said on Saturday.

PROPHET ROW: PRAHLAD PATEL
BLAMES PAK FOR VIOLENCE IN INDIA
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Three members of a
family were found
dead inside their

home, while a 10-year-old
girl belonging to the same
family was found in an
unconscious state in
Madhya Pradeshs Bhind
district on Saturday.

The shocking incident
was reported from Bhind
district under the
Gwalior-Chambal divi-
sion, around 500 km from
Bhopal, on Saturday
morning. As per the
police, two members of
the family, identified as
Dharmendra Gurjar and
his wife Amresh Gurjar,

were found hanging while
the body of their son was
lying on the floor.

The fourth member of
the family, a 10-year-old
girl, was found lying
unconscious. She has
been admitted to the gov-
ernment hospital in
Gwalior.

The incident came to
light after some neigh-
bours noticed that the
door of the Gurjar house
was shut, whereas they
used to go out for morn-
ing walk on a regular
basis.

The neighbours later
broke open the door and
found two members of the
family hanging and two

lying on the floor. The
neighbours noticed that
the minor girl was alive
and they immediately
took her to a nearby hos-
pital, the police said.

Later, Bhind SP
Shailendra Singh
Chauhan reached the spot
with a forensic team and
launched a probe into the
matter.

The police said that
while it appears to be a
case of mass suicide, they
are also probing a murder
angle.

"The bodies have been
sent for post-mortem. We
are investigating the pos-
sible involvement of some
outsiders in the case,"

3 members of family found dead,
unconscious minor girl hospitalised

Three members of a family were found dead
inside their home, while a 10-year-old girl
belonging to the same family was found in an
unconscious state in Madhya Pradeshs Bhind
district on Saturday.

UNION MINISTER PRAHLAD PATEL
ON SATURDAY ALLEGED PAKISTAN'S
ROLE BEHIND VIOLENT PROTESTS
THAT RATTLED VARIOUS PARTS OF
THE COUNTRY ON FRIDAY OVER THE
RAGING ROW ON CONTROVERSIAL
REMARKS OF A BJP SPOKESPER-
SON AGAINST PROPHET
MUHAMMAD. THE MINISTER SAID
THAT "CERTAIN ELEMENTS ARE
JEALOUS OF INDIA'S GROWING
STATURE."
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Home Minister
Narottam Mishra has
appreciated the excel-

lent work done by the police
in the search operation of
missing girls under
Operation Muskaan. He
informed that in 15 months
from January 2021 to March
31, 2022, 6 thousand 100
missing girls were searched
and entrusted in the care of
their family members.
Operation Muskaan has run
three times by the police to
trace Mishra has told that
Madhya Pradesh Police is
working with sensitivity.
Committed to make the
police system people-orient-
ed, the government has
opened new women police
stations in 42 districts. 52
Anti-Human Trafficking

Units and 700 Urja-Mahila
Help Desks have been set up
in 52 districts of the state.

Mishra has informed that 2
thousand 444 girls were
traced in the first Operation
Muskaan, which was con-
ducted from January 6 2021
to January 31, 2021. For the
second time, Operation
Muskaan was carried out
from July 15, 2021 to August
31, 2021, during which one
thousand 958 girls were
traced. Dr. Mishra informed
that in the third Operation
Muskaan from 16 February
2022 to 31 March 2022, one
thousand 698 girls have been
traced. He said that persist-
ent efforts are being made by
the Madhya Pradesh Police
to trace the missing girls and
women, in which the expect-
ed success is also being
achieved.

Police doing excellent work in
Operation Muskaan: Mishra
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Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has
said that the life of the people should be
made easier by effective implementa-

tion of government welfare scheme.
Confidence of the people in the administra-
tion must increase. There should also be an
effective implementation of collective forest
management. Chouhan was reviewing the

Naxal eradication campaign with senior offi-
cials of police and administration at Mukki in
Balaghat district today. Chouhan said that it is
necessary to recruit local youth in Hawk Force.
Instructions related to recruitment process
have been issued earlier. The plan to seek
cooperation of the surrendered Naxalites in
the Naxal control operation is being imple-

mented. Instructions were issued to make
adequate arrangements for minimum require-
ments and security at the places where Hawk
Force personnel are rendering their services.
Chief Minister Chouhan said that there
should be no shortage of resources. He agreed
to retain the incentive allowance being given
to Hawk Force personnel according to the

Sixth pay scale from the year 2018 in the sev-
enth pay scale as well. Instructions to follow
the procedure have already been given.

Chouhan met and held a discussion with
the Hawk Force personnel serving in the
Naxal-affected area. Chief Minister, while
examining the problems being faced while
working in adverse conditions, encouraged
the soldiers for doing excellent work.
Chouhan told the Hawk Force jawans that
your service is not just a job but a mission,
which is an important responsibility entrusted
for the internal security of the country. You
are working for a big mission. Your courage
and dedication is commendable. I salute your
courage and bravery. Chouhan said that ide-
ology of violence will not be tolerated at any
place in the state. It has no place in a democ-
racy. Strict action is being taken against those
involved in crimes in many parts of the state.

Inspector General of Police, Balaghat Zone,
Sanjay Kumar Singh, Collector Balaghat
Girish Kumar Mishra, Superintendent of
Police Saurabh Sameer, Commandant of
Hawk Force Aditya Singh and other officers
were present.

Make life easier by implementing welfare schemes: CM 
CM CHOUHAN REVIEWS NAXAL
ERADICATION CAMPAIGN

VALOR AND DEDICATION OF
HAWK FORCE JAWANS IS COM-
MENDABLE

SERVICES OF HAWK FORCE PER-
SONNEL IS A MISSION

DISCUSSION WITH HAWK FORCE
PERSONNEL
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The State Election Commission has
released the programme for annu-
al revision of photo voters list of

Nagar Palika Parishad Khurai and
Gadhakota of Sagar district. Voter list
will be prepared on the basis of refer-
ence date of January 1, 2022. The publi-
cation of the final voter list containing
the photo will be done on June 28.

Secretary State Election Commission
Rakesh Singh has informed that the
open publication of the format of photo
voter list will be done on June 14, 2022 at
municipal wards and other prescribed
places. Claims and objections will be
taken till June 21 (up to 3 pm). Claims
and objections will be resolved by June
25. Public publication of final photo
voter list will be done on June 28 at
municipal wards and other designated
places.

Instructions have been issued to
Collector and District Election Officer

Sagar to apprise the Commission after
completing the process of division and
boundary enhancement of wards of

newly formed Municipal Council,
Karrapur, Sagar district.

REVISION OF VOTER LIST OF KHURAI AND GADHAKOTA MUNICIPALITY CONTINUES
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State Election Commissioner
Basant Pratap Singh has said
that the proposal of relaxation in

model code of conduct effective on
account of three-tier panchayat and
urban body elections-2022 will be
considered by the Commission only
after it is received from the Madhya
Pradesh Government (Department)
level. Proposals received from offices
other than the government level will
not be considered.

Singh has said that all the depart-

ments should study the provisions of
the Model Code of Conduct. In case of
specific contingencies, send a proposal
for exemption to the Commission only
if the point is not clear in the provi-
sions of the Code of Conduct.Secretary
State Election Commission Rakesh
Singh has requested the Additional
Chief Secretary General
Administration to apprise the
Departments, Heads of Departments,
Divisional Commissioners, Collectors
and District Collectors about this
information.

Only government level proposal for
relaxation in MCC will be considered 
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Chief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan, as part of his resolve to
plant saplings every day, today

planted saplings at Mukki Gate complex
of Kanha National Park in Balaghat dis-
trict. After planting the saplings he met
and interacted with the local villagers.

Chouhan also interacted with the
women of self-help groups associated
with the Aajeevika Mission. The women
told that Baiga-Haat is being operated
by their group. There can be sufficient
income through Baiga dance perform-
ance every day. Therefore, Baiga dance
should be started every day in Baiga
Haat. The organisation of cultural per-
formances will also motivate the local
community to come to the Haat which
will help in increasing the income of the
Self Help Group. Chief Minister
Chouhan told the women of self-help
groups that to make them self-reliant, it
is necessary to perform regional folk-

dances in Haat and work with readiness.
In this regard, instructions have been
given to the concerned department and
senior officials of the local administra-
tion in the past.

Chouhan planted Guava, Amla,
Jamun and Mango saplings along with
his family in Mukki Gate complex. He
said that trees not only give us life, but
also increase the ground water level by
absorbing rainwater and also provide
water in the form of rain. Trees give

shelter to birds. Along with this, they are
also the abode for many living beings
like insects and moths. We should plant
trees for the coming generations and a
secure life. He urged everyone to plant
trees. Trees should be planted on wed-
dings, birthdays, the death anniversary
of parents and on other occasions.

The ancient Sanskrit name of guava is
Amrit or Amrit Phal. The taste of guava
is of two-three types including sour,
sweet and flavourless. Apart from being
delicious, guava is full of medicinal
properties. People use it as a home rem-
edy to cure many diseases. Amla is
called Amritphal or Dhatriphal in
Ayurveda. Regular consumption of amla
boosts the immunity of the body. Amla
is not only beneficial for skin and hair,
but also works as a medicine for many
diseases. Amla is rich in vitamins, min-
erals and nutrients, which make it full of
valuable properties. Similarly Jamun is
an evergreen tree, whose fruits are pur-
ple in colour. 

CM Chouhan plants saplings

ONE BOOKED FOR
HURTING RELIGIOUS
SENTIMENTS

Bhopal:A man was booked in
Bhopal and Mandsaur in Madhya
Pradesh for allegedly hurting reli-
gious feelings through objection-
able comments uploaded on
social media, police officials said
on Saturday.

Cases were registered on Friday
evening in Mandsaur's Kotwali
police station and Bhopal's
Ashoka Garden police station
against Abhishek Singh on the
complaints of some members of
the Muslim community, they said.

Singh has been charged under
Indian Penal Code (IPC) sections
295A (deliberate and malicious
acts, intended to outrage religious
feelings of any class by insulting
its religion or religious beliefs) and
505 (public mischief), said Ashoka
Garden police station in charge
Alok Shrivastava.

Mandsaur's City Kotwali police
station in charge Amit Soni also
said Singh had been booked.

Meanwhile, Mandsaur
Superintendent of Police Anurag
Sujania tweeted an appeal to peo-
ple asking them to not upload or
tag posts that can hurt religious
sentiments.
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Madhya Pradesh
Congress will field
three sitting MLAs

and eight women, includ-
ing a Muslim candidate, for
15 Mayoral posts in the
forthcoming municipal
elections.

On Thursday night, the
state Congress Committee
issued a list of candidates.

Congress MLA Sanjay
Shukla is the party's candi-
date from Indore, while for-
mer Mayor and Mahila
Congress president of the
state Congress Vibha Patel
will contest from Bhopal.
Two other sitting MLAs --
Sidarth Kushwaha (Satna)
and Mahesh Parmar
(Tarana) -- are candidates
from Satna and Ujjain
respectively.

Jagat Bahaur Singh, who
is district president, has

been chosen from Jabalpur.
Sobha Sikarwar, (wife of
MLA Satish Sikarwar) is
being fielded from Gwalior,
while Nidhi Jain, who is a
wife of former Congress
MLA, will contest from
Sagar.While Neha
Khandelwal will be in the
fray from Katni, Arvind
Singh Chandel from
Singrauli, Shahnaz Ansari
in Burhanpur, Vikram
Ahake will contest from
Chhindwara, Ajay Mishra
from Rewa, Kavita Ramesh
Vyash Dewas, Shardha
Silanki and Asha Mishra
from Morena and Khandwa
respectively. The party is
yet to decide its candidate
from Ratlam. Sources said
the party would do so by
June 15.Meanwhile, the
ruling BJP is yet to release
the list of its candidates. In
the 2015 urban local body
polls, BJP had won all 16

seats. This time, Mayors of
municipalities would be
elected through direct vot-
ing.

Elections to the 16
municipal corporations
across Madhya Pradesh
comprising 884 wards will
be held in two phases - on
July 6 and the second
phase on July 13. The
counting of the votes will
be held on July 17 for the
first phase, while votes for
the second phase will be
held on July 18.The nomi-
nation forms will be avail-
able from June 11 and the
last date of filing the nomi-
nations is June 18. The last
date for taking back nomi-
nations is June 22.

The elections to the
nagar palikas and nagar
parishads will also be held
in two phases. The voting
will be held between 7 am
and 5 pm.

Congress fields 3 MLAs, 8 women
candidates for 15 Mayoral posts

Madhya Pradesh Congress will field three sitting
MLAs and eight women, including a Muslim candi-
date, for 15 Mayoral posts in the forthcoming munic-
ipal elections.
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Seven-day workshop on Gond
painting started under the guid-
ance of traditional senior Gond

painter Ram Singh Urveti under the
Do and Learn Museum educational
program at Indira Gandhi  Rashtriya
Manav Sangrahalaya (IGRMS) Bhopal.
Explaining to the registered partici-
pants that this painting is based on
folk tales and tribal traditions. These
pictures give a glimpse of the real
world and the world of fantasy Koitur
or Gond, the predominant tribe being
biologically linked to nature, all the
deities represent all forms of nature,
Bada Dev Saja Tree,Thakur Dev Pakad
Tree, for this reason the people of
Gond tribe believe more in supernatu-
ral powers, Because this guardian deity
protects from all kinds of harm. In
Gond painting, the points are drawn
by drawing lines and connecting each
other. Often it was made on the wall or
floor of houses. Use the naturally
occurring white, red, yellow, black,
green, blue colours found in the sur-
rounding areas of Patangarh. Like
green colour from green bean leaf, yel-
low from Palash flower, black colour
from coal, white colour from white
touched soil, red colour from vermil-

ion, blue colour from indigo. Songs,
dances, folk tales, legends, folk tales,
customs, religious acts in Gond paint-
ing have a close relationship with
nature. Because of this, in all Gond
paintings, animals like peacocks, lions,
bears, crocodiles, fish, rivers, moun-
tains, fields, trees, these are the direct
subjects of the paintings, On the two-
dimensional canvas of length and
width, with the help of lines and dots,
make a distinctive image by giving
multicoloured form. The coordinator
of the program, Lalit Bagul, told the
participants about the outline of the

program and also gave guidance about
how to mark the picture in the drawing
sheet. He further said that the shapes
of Gond paintings are of many colours,
sometimes they are streaked, some-
times they are decorated with small
dots and sometimes they are filled
with some other geometric pattern.
These artworks are made with poster
colours on handmade paper. The
themes of the paintings reflect almost
everything from the natural surround-
ings or the events of the daily life of the
Gond tribe such as harvest, fields or
family celebrations.

Gond painting are an open book on the
nature and way of life of the tribe: Urveti
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K-pop supergroup BTS' new album "Proof" sold over 2
million copies on the first day of its release, its enter-
tainment agency said Saturday.

The anthology album had sold a total of 2.15 million
copies as of 11 p.m. Friday, just 10 hours after it became
available in the market, according to Hanteo Chart, a South
Korean music chart, news agency Yonhap reported.

It was the second time that the boy band's album sales
surpassed 2 million on the first day, after its fourth album,
"Map of the Soul: 7," in 2020.

Its title song, "Yet To Come (The Most Beautiful
Moment)," instantly topped real-time charts of major online
music services, and its music video posted on YouTube had
garnered nearly 50 million views.

grand jury indictments
of four counts of rape,

four counts of forcible
oral copulation, one count

of sexual penetration by use
of force, plus one count of sexual

battery by restraint and sexual bat-
tery in incidents involving five women
in L.A. County over a nine-year period.

Last year, one of Weinstein's West
Coast attorney Mark Werksman pro-
claimed that the material was submitted
to the grand jury by LA County D.A.
George Gascon's office in the summer
of 2021 was "weak and insufficient.
Despite numerous motions by the
defense, the judge has rejected all
attempts to have the matter dismissed
or diminished.

Los Angeles | Agencies

The trial date for court
proceedings for charges of
rape and other multiple sex

crimes against Miramax co-
founder Harvey Weinstein has

been set as October 10, 2022. At a
downtown hearing with Weinstein pres-

ent, LA Superior Court Judge Lisa Lench marked
the date for the start of the jury trial, reports

'Deadline'. Once jurors are selected, the pro-
ceedings are anticipated to take about two

months. A spokesperson for Weinstein
told 'Deadline', "We have four months

to prepare and we are ready to face
this and win it. Looking at 140

years behind bars if found
guilty, Weinstein is facing

LINDSEY BEER TO WRITE, DIRECT
'SLEEPY HOLLOW' REBOOT
Los Angeles | Agencies

Screenwriter Lindsey Beer is set to scribble the script for the reboot of the classic horror title 'Sleepy Hollow' besides
directing it. In addition, she will also produce alongside Todd Garner and Spencer Walken of Broken Road
Productions, reports 'Deadline'.

'Sleepy Hollow', which tells the story of the headless horseman who terrorizes a small town and its newest resi-
dent, Ichabod Crane, has seen many iterations over the decades including the 1949 Disney animated movie

and the 2010s Fox TV series. The most popular one was produced by Paramount in 1999 and
starred Johnny Depp as Crane with Tim Burton directing.

As per 'Deadline', the film grossed more than $200 million at the worldwide box
office and remains a must-watch during the Halloween season. Exact plot

details are unknown for Beer's adaptation at this time.
Beer recently made her directorial debut with the upcoming 'Pet

Sematary' prequel for Paramount, which Lorenzo Di
Bonaventura is producing. The film is in post-production

and is set to be released this year. 'Deadline' further
states that prior to making her jump to direct-

ing, Beer has been one of the most sought-
after writers in Hollywood, having
recently worked on the new 'Star
Trek' film for Paramount and
Bad Robot.
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'American
Psycho' actor
Josh Lucas is

set to return to his role for the
fifth season of the hit drama
series 'Yellowstone', reports
'Variety'. In the show, the actor
plays the younger version of
main character John
Dutton (essayed by
Kevin Costner).
Television network
Paramount Network
made the announce-
ment with regards to
Lucas's return on
Friday. As per 'Variety',
Josh will return in a
recurring capacity to
the series, after having
last appeared in an
episode of the show's
second season in 2019.

Other returning
recurring cast mem-
bers include Kylie
Rogers and Kyle Red
Silverstein, who play
the younger versions
of main characters
Beth Dutton and Rip
Wheeler, and Jacki
Weaver, who plays
Caroline Warner.
Previous recurring cast
members Moses Brings
Plenty and Wendy Moniz
have been upped to series
regulars for the new sea-
son.Created by Taylor
Sheridan and John

Linson.
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Justin Bieber can't feel half his face as it has been
paralysed by a rare virus following which he
had to cancel his shows in Toronto and

Washington, D.C., reports 'Variety'. The 'Let Me
Love You' hitmaker took to Instagram to explain
the "pretty serious virus". In a two-and-a-half-
minute post, he explained and demonstrated that
he is suffering from Ramsay Hunt syndrome, a rare
virus that affects nerves in the face and can cause
facial paralysis.

As if to prove that he is genuinely ill, he shows
quite clearly in the video: "As you can see, this eye
is not blinking. I can't smile on this side of my face.
This nostril will not move. So there's full paralysis
on the side of my face."

"So for those who are frustrated by my cancella-
tions of the next shows, I'm just physically, obvi-
ously not capable of doing them. This is pretty seri-
ous. As you can see", he further demonstrated in
the video.

'Variety' further states that overall, however, he
was upbeat and took a positive attitude that he will
undergo therapy and exercises in order to over-
come his ailment. He said, "It will go back to nor-
mal. (It will take) time, and we don't know how
much time that's gonna be, but it's gonna be okay.
And I have hope, and I trust God, and I trust that
this is all for a reason. I'm not sure what that is
right now. But in the meantime, I'm gonna rest."

According to the Mayo Clinic website, Ramsay
Hunt syndrome "occurs when a shingles outbreak
affects the facial nerve near one of your ears. In
addition to the painful shingles rash, Ramsay Hunt
syndrome can cause facial paralysis and hearing
loss in the affected ear." Bieber's North American
tour was scheduled to include two dates at
Madison Square Garden, among others, before
concluding in Los Angeles on July 3, and picking
up in August with a scattering of dates in Europe
and South Africa before moving to Australia and
New Zealand toward the end of the year.
Presumably all of those dates are now on hold and
potentially postponed.
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Justin
Bieber
struck
with facial 
paralysis

Los Angeles | Agencies

Seems like there
can't be enough of
'Spider-Man: No

Way Home'. After setting
the box office on fire, the

film is once again waiting to
take the audience on a fantasy

ride as its extended cut will soon
make its way to theatres, reports

'Variety'. Sony Pictures announced that
'Spider-Man: No Way Home - The More Fun
Stuff Version', a cut of the December 2021
Marvel film with added and extended scenes,
will hit theatres over Labour Day Weekend.

The news came Friday evening (Pacific
Standard Time) in celebration of 60 years of
the Spider-Man comic book character and 20
years of Spider-Man films, along with a teaser
featuring a clip from the movie where Tom
Holland and previous 'Spider-Man' actors
Tobey Maguire and Andrew Garfield unite.
"This is so cool. We should do this again,"
says Garfield's Peter Parker. "You got it,"
Maguire's Peter replies.

As per 'Variety', the extended cut will play
in the U.S. and Canada, with more countries
to be announced. Tickets will go on sale on
August 9 with screenings beginning on
September 2, including premium large for-
mats such as IMAX.
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Trial
for Harvey

Weinstein's sex
crimes set to begin

on Oct 10
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Experimental India eye comeback
against well-settled South Africa 

Cuttack | Agencies

After a crushing seven-wicket loss in the
first T20I, an experimental Indian
team will look to improve their per-
formance and make a comeback
against a well-settled South Africa in

the second game of the five-match series, here
on Sunday.

The Rishabh Pant-led India are playing the
ongoing series against Proteas without their key
players -- Rohit Sharma, Virat Kohli, KL Rahul,
Jasprith Bumrah, Suryakumar Yadav, Ravindra
Jadeja and Kuldeep Yadav -- due to rest and
injury issues. Their absence can make the host's
comeback job a bit more difficult, but they are
still a good side, which has a good mix of youth
and experience.Most of the batters did well as
India posted their highest T20I score against
South Africa in the first game. So, host's can't ask
for more from their batters, but their bowlers

were hammered to all parts of the Arun Jaitley
stadium on Thursday night and hosts would
want a better show from them.

The likes of Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Harshal
Patel, Hardik Pandya, and Axar Patel were taken
to the cleaners by the Proteas batters. Skipper
Pant will also have to use his bowling resources
well as many experts were not happy with his

decision to not bowl Yuzvendra Chahal during
crucial middle overs in the previous game.

It will be also interesting to see whether India
will bring in Umran Malik or Arshdeep Singh or
will go in with an unchanged XI.

On the other hand, South Africa are looking
like a well-settled unit and many players in their
squad are having an advantage of playing in IPL
2022. There can't be much criticism of South
Africa's batting after the first match but the con-
tributions of Temba Bavuma could soon come
under scrutiny, especially with so many top-
order options in the squad.

Bavuma has only played 22 T20Is, 14 of them
as captain, and his strike rate is not good.
Overall, it's 123.13, the third lowest for any South
African with more than 500 runs in the format. 

The likes of David Miller and Rassie van der
Dussen showed their hitting ability in the first
ODI and they will look to repeat their heroics.
The visitors also have many all-round options,
which are vital in T20 format.

KIYG 2021

Panchkula | Agencies

Maharashtra bagged a
gold medal each in
tennis, table tennis

and swimming to scramble
past hosts Haryana in the
Khelo India Youth Games
2021 here on Saturday.

With only two days of
competition left,
Maharashtra (37 gold) are
one ahead of Haryana (36),
who failed to strike gold for
the first time since the Games
started on June 4. Haryana,
however, are primed for a
spectacular finish with a
bounty of gold awaiting them
in the boxing ring.

Maharashtra's Akanksha
Nitture bagged the Girl's
Singles tennis title, beating
Karnataka's Sunita Maruri 6-
7(4), 7-6(4), 6-4 while Diya
Chitale and Swastika Ghosh
got together to defeat
Haryana's Suhana Saini and
Prithoki Chakraborti 14-12,
11-9, 11-6 in table tennis
Girls Doubles.

Swimmer Apeksha
Fernandes eventually put
Maharashtra ahead by win-

ning the 200m Girls
Individual Medley, setting a
new meet mark of 2:25.18
seconds in the process.

Kerala bagged a total of 11
gold, 10 silver and 10 bronze
in their traditional sport
kalaripayattu to jump to fifth
spot with 13 gold medals
behind Karnataka's 21 and
Manipur's 16.

Karnataka continued to
dominate the swimming pool
as they bagged four of the six
gold medals on offer on the
day with Utkarsh Patil (Boys

200m backstroke), Ridhima
Veerendrakumar (Girls 200m
backstroke), Aneesh Gowda
(Boys 800m freestyle) and
Karnataka's 4x100m Medley
Team clinching top honours.

Gujarat were the other big
winner on Saturday as tennis
player Dhruv Hirpara and
cyclist Muskan finished atop
the podium.

Dhruv downed Rushil
Khosla of Uttar Pradesh 6-4,
7-5 in the Boy's Singles final.
Rushil produced some delec-
table volleys but was playing

with an injury, even needing
a medical time out twice in
two sets.

Muskan won the Girls
individual road race (70km)
in the morning in
1:17:23.950. Kerala's Sneha K
and Ladakh's Leakzes Angmo
bagged the silver and bronze.

The Boys Individual road
race crown went to Adil Altaf.
The Srinagar-born cyclist,
who is currently training in
Patiala, completed the race in
1:59:22.860 to clinch the gold
ahead of Maharashtra's
Sidhesh Patil.

Meanwhile, Mizoram set
up a fascinating clash with
Kerala in boy's football.

In the first semi-final, a
Lalhanzova's brace helped
favourites Mizoram blank
Karnataka 4-0. Zothanpuia
had opened the account for
the winners while
Laldannmawia got the third
goal.In the other semi-final,
Kerala goalkeeper Surajith
Kumar's heroics in the tie-
breaker enabled them to pre-
vail 3-1 after regulation time
had ended in a goalless stale-
mate.

MAHARASHTRA BAG THREE
GOLD, EDGE PAST HARYANA

INDIAN WOMEN'S HOCKEY
TEAM GO DOWN FIGHTING 1-2
AGAINST HOSTS BELGIUM

Antwerp (Belgium): Indian women's hockey
team suffered a 1-2 defeat against the hosts
Belgium in their first of the two-legged FIH Hockey
Pro League 2021/22 tie at Sportcentrum Wilrijkse
Plein, here on Saturday.Captain Barbara Nelen (3')
and Amre Ballenghien (35') were the goal scorers
for Belgium, while Lalremsiami (48') scored the
lone goal for India. An attacking start to the match
saw both the teams creating opportunities in the
opening minutes, but it was Belgium who got bet-
ter as they took the lead through Captain Nelen
Barbara in the third minute.Trailing by a goal,
India started putting pressure on the Belgian
defence and midfield. They even created an
opportunity in the opening minutes, but Neha's
pass to Salima Tete inside the circle went wide.
Belgium started the third quarter aggressively and
in the 35th Minute, Andre Ballenghien found the
back of the net to give the hosts a 2-0 lead. After
making some more inroads inside the Indian cir-
cle, Belgium earned yet another PC but failed to
convert it as their attempt hit on the foot of the
Belgian attacker, thus India got the hit out.India
went on to pile constant pressure on Belgium in
their bid to score an equaliser in the closing stages
of the match, but the home side kept the Indians at
bay and sealed a 2-1 victory.

2ND TEST, DAY 1

Mitchell, Blundell fifties frustrate
England, put New Zealand on top

Nottingham | Agencies

Gritty unbeaten
fifties from Daryl
Mitchell and Tom

Blundell and their big
partnership frustrated
England and put New
Zealand on top on the
opening day of the second
Test, here on Friday.

Mitchell (81 not out)
and Blundell (67 not out)
stitched an unbeaten 149-run
partnership for the fifth wicket
and took New Zealand to 318/4 at
stumps on Day 1.

Put in to bat first, New Zealand
openers Will Young and Tom
Latham provided a solid platform
with their 84-run partnership.
Without much swing or move-
ment off the pitch, the Kiwi open-
ers were able to keep the England
bowlers at bay for the first hour
and also did not miss out on scor-
ing opportunities.

Skipper Ben Stokes brought
himself on early in the second
hour and ended up being struck
for boundaries. But he also pro-
vided the much-needed wicket by
sending Young (47) back to the
pavilion.Latham also fell in the
next over to James Anderson,
pulling one straight to midwicket.
However, Devon Conway and

Henry Nicholls continued New
Zealand's positive approach on
either side of the lunch break. 

An hour into the post-tea ses-
sion, Mitchell got past fifty and
then top-edged a six off Broad
over fine leg to bring up the cen-
tury stand with Blundell and was
also struck on his helmet in the
same over.The hosts' poor day on
the field was summed up when
Crawley and Jonny Bairstow were
just hoping the other would go for
the catch when Broad found the
outside edge of Blundell's bat
with the second new ball, as the
hosts endured a wicketless final
session. 

BBrriieeff  ssccoorreess
New Zealand 318/4

(Mitchell 81 not out, Blundell
67 not out; James Anderson
2-42, Ben Stokes 2-40) vs
England.

Indian racer Daruvala
narrowly misses out
on Baku F2 win

Baku: Indian
racer Jehan
Daruvala came
within half a
second of his
first Formula 2
win of the sea-
son in the
Azerbaijan
round's Sprint race on Saturday.

The Red Bull-backed Prema driver crossed the line just
0.380 seconds behind ART's Frederik Vesti at the end of a
safety car-disrupted race.

The 23-year-old started third and, having vaulted into the
lead with a masterful display of race craft at the start, was
on course for a dominant win around the unforgiving
streets of Baku.

He had even kept the lead through the first of three safety
car periods, which wiped out his 4-second advantage. But a
slight lock up on cold brakes at the second safety car restart
allowed Vesti to slip past just three laps from the finish.

Libema Open: Sabalenka to

face Alexandrova in final
'S-Hertogenbosch (The Netherlands) |
Agencies

World No 6 Aryna Sabalenka registered
a 7-6(6), 6-0 victory against Shelby
Rogers to reach the Libema Open

final, here on Saturday.Sabalenka will meet
No 7 seed Ekaterina Alexandrova, who baet
No 8 seed Veronika Kudermetova in another
semi-final, which lasted for 1 hour and 16
minutes.The 24-year old Sabalenka and
Alexandrova have split four previous meetings
with two wins apiece. Alexandrova won the
most recent encounter 6-3, 6-4 in the 2021
Moscow quarterfinals, and Sunday's final will
be their first clash on grass.American Rogers
was bidding for her third career final and first
since Rio de Janeiro 2016, and pushed
Belarus' Sabalenka all the way in the opening
act. The No 42-ranked played a tactically
astute set, deploying slice and net approaches

to excellent
effect. Opting
for placement
over power, she
kept her
unforced error
count down to
five while find-
ing 12 win-
ners.Rogers
came from 4-2
down to serve
for the set at 6-5
-- but at 30-30,
consecutive
rare mistakes allowed Sabalenka to force the
tiebreak. The World No 6 found her best ten-
nis just when she needed it, saving a set point
by conjuring a slice winner off an awkward
net cord, then hammering a forehand to con-
vert her own first set point.

CWG 2022

New Delhi |Agencies

Tokyo Olympics bronze
medallist Lovlina
Borgohain and reigning

world champion Nikhat
Zareen lived up to the expec-
tations and booked their
places in the Indian boxing
contingent for the 2022
Commonwealth Games by
registering comprehensive
victories on the final day of the
trials here on Saturday.

The three-day trials, held at
the Indira Gandhi Indoor
Stadium, also saw Nitu (48kg)
and Jaismine (60kg) making
their way into the four-mem-
ber Indian wom'n's team after
clinching hard-fought victo-

ries in their respective
finals.Producing dominating
performances, Lovlina and
Nikhat notched up identical 7-
0 wins in their respective cate-
gories. While Lovlina defeated
Pooja in the 70kg, Nikhat out-
classed Minakshi in the 50kg
category. Shiva Thapa

(63.5kg), Amit Panghal (51kg),
Mohammad Hussamuddin
(57kg), Rohit Tokas (67kg),
Sumit (75kg), Ashish Kumar
(80kg), Sanjeet (92kg) and
Sagar (+92kg) had secured
their spot' in the men's section
after victories in the trials, held
earlier this month.

LOVLINA, NIKHAT AMONG FOUR WOMEN EARN
SPOTS IN THE INDIAN BOXING CONTINGENT 

BADMINTON LEAGUE

AROUND 200 PLAYERS TO GO
UNDER THE HAMMER FOR AUCTION
Bengaluru |Agencies

As many as 200 players
from Karnataka will go
under the hammer as

teams mentored by the likes of
PV Sindhu, K Srikanth and B
Sai Praneeth pick their squads
through the auction for the
inaugural edition of the Grand
Prix Badminton League
(GPBL) here on Sunday.

Supported by the Karnataka State
Badminton Association, the league has eight
franchises -- Bengaluru Lions, Mangalore
Sharks, Mandya Bulls, Mysore Panthers,
Malnad Falcons, Bandipur Tuskers, KGF
Wolves and Kodagu Tigers -- who will be
looking to build their teams by choosing their
picks.Each team will comprise of a maximum
of eight players and should include one icon
player, a minimum of two Tier-1 and Tier-2

players respectively and also a minimum of
two female players including the icon catego-
ry. Each team has a star mentor including
Kidambi Srikanth, Sai Praneeth, Ashwini
Ponappa, Chirag Shetty, Satwiksairaj
Rankireddy, HS Prannoy, PV Sindhu and
Jwala Gutta.Double Olympic medallist
Sindhu who is the mentor of Bengaluru Lions
said from Kuala Lumpur that she was keen to
see how the franchises choose their teams.

INDIA BEAT OLYMPIC CHAMPIONS BELGIUM 5-4 IN THRILLING SHOOTOUT

Antwerp| Agencies

Twas a penalty stroke save by Sreejesh off an attempt by
Nicolas de Kerpel during the shootout that ensured
India were victorious while Harmanpreet Singh,

Abhishek, Lalit Upadhyay, Shamsher Singh and Akashdeep
Singh converted for India.

Earlier during the regulation time, Indian Men's Hockey
team held their nerves, making a brilliant comeback in the
final quarter to overcome a 1-3 deficit only to hold Belgium
3-3 and take the encounter to a thrilling shootout.

Both teams lived up to the billing as their built on their
rivalry from hooter-to-hooter in a packed stadium.

It was goals from Harmanpreet Singh (52') and
Jarmanpreet Singh (57') that brought India back to the game
in the fourth quarter after Shamsher Singh (18') opened the
scoreboard in the second quarter while Cedric Charlier (21'),
Simon Gougnard (36') and Nicolas de Kerpel (51') scored for
the reigning Olympic Champions.It was a high-voltage start
to the match with both teams getting off the blocks with
aggression and speed in their attack. It was India who made
inroads to the striking circle, with a successful penetration
that saw them win the first PC of the match as early as 5th
minuteBelgians showcased brilliant team work and one-
touch hockey skills to slice through the Indian circle and beat
Sreejesh with a fine field goal, leveling the score to 1-1.

India launched a resilient attack in the final quarter, push-
ing for goals. A deliberate infringement by Belgian defender
when Manpreet Singh was forcing himself into the circle got
India an opportunity as they were awarded a penalty stroke.
Harmanpreet made no mistake in converting the goal in the
52nd minute to reduce the goal deficit to 2-3. With 7 minutes
to go. India continued to create great chances and finally a
superbly worked PC battery ending the 60 minutes at 3-3
stalemate.

Sensational effort by experi-
enced India goalkeeper PR
Sreejesh and on-target attack in
a thrilling shootout saw India
beat Olympic Champions
Belgium 5-4 in the FIH Hockey
Pro League match here on
Saturday.

2ND T20I: 
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Actor and TV personality
Shekhar Suman, who is
appearing as one of the

judges of the upcoming comedy show 'India's Laughter Champion', explains why a clean comedy
show can revamp the viewership of TV. Even though he started his career on television, and he

enjoyed the golden era of TV in the '90s, Shekhar said that in the last one decade people have
stopped watching TV as much and shifted to digital platforms because of the substandard con-

tent.
In conversation Shekhar said, "Look, the problem is not in talent but in content and where we

are putting the content, meaning, the medium we are choosing. Since the digital platform and
social media is accessible to everyone, viewing pattern has also changed. For comedy and
humour, since there is no censorship, on OTT we see how some of the jokes are vulgar, explicit
and certainly not in good taste. Such content is toxic. There is a dearth of clean comedy." He went
on adding, "With our show, where participants are coming from every city, be it Bihar, West
Bengal, Kashmir, Tamil Nadu, Andhra, Maharashtra and more, we are going to celebrate the
diverse culture of India with humour. That idea will make the show a family viewing, and bring
back the community viewing experience of TV. One can use abusive words to create humour but
it needs an educated, creative mind to write a script and perform sarcasm, subtle humour which
is funny and intellectually stimulating at the same time."

Shekhar believes such reasons are good enough to hold relevance for a comedy show for tel-
evision even though there are digital avenues for youngsters to put out content. The show
'India's Laughter Champion', also co-judged by Archana Puran Singh, and hosted by
Rochelle Rao, is starting on June 11 on Sony Entertainment Television.

KARTIK AARYAN KEEPS 
OUTFIT FROM HIS LATEST

RELEASE AS MEMENTO 
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Bollywood actor Kartik Aaryan, who is currently
having a gala time courtesy his recent release
'Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2', has kept his outfit from the

film as a memento. The film broke a dry spell for the
Hindi film industry and went on to become the
biggest Hindi blockbuster post the pandemic.
Kartik's character of 'Rooh Baba' was also a hit with
masses across the country, leaving them in splits.
Given the adulation for the character, the actor took
his 'Rooh Baba' outfit post the shoot along with
many memories from the set. Talking about the
same Kartik said in a statement, "I took Rooh
baba's outfit after the wrap of the film. It is a spe-

cial costume whenever I wore it in the film, the
audience clapped and cheered and it was so
satisfying." "He further mentioned, "This film

and this character will always remain close to
my heart. Whenever I come across the cape, I
get super overwhelmed, reminiscing of the
good old shoot days. It's a very special emo-
tion." The film broke a dry spell for the Hindi
film industry and went on to become the biggest
Hindi blockbuster post the pandemic. Kartik's
character of 'Rooh Baba' was also a hit with

masses across the country, leaving them in
splits. Talking about the same Kartik said in a

statement, "I took Rooh baba's outfit after the
wrap of the film. It is a special costume when-
ever I wore it in the film, the audience clapped
and cheered and it was so satisfying." "He fur-
ther mentioned, "This film and this character
will always remain close to my heart.
Whenever I come across the cape, I get
super overwhelmed, reminiscing of the
good old shoot days. It's a very special
emotion."
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SHEKHAR SUMAN SAYS THERE'S 
A DEARTH OF CLEAN COMEDY
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Aakruti Bagla|Mumbai

Shirley Setia, who became a household name
with her singing, is now all set to win our
hearts all over again with her acting prowess.

The diva is all set to mark her debut on the silver
screen with Nikamma co-starring Abhimanyu

Dassani.
In an exclusive interaction with Absolute

India, the diva opened up about her upcoming
release, working with strong women around
her, her journey, KK's demise, and much
more.

The actress shared how overwhelming
was it to see the trailer of her debut film on
the big screen. She said, "It was overwhelm-
ing. In fact, I started sobbing when I first saw
the trailer on the big screen. Recently, when I

even went to a theatre and saw the trailer play-
ing and the audience grooving on the title track,

that feeling was surreal."
The actress will be seen sharing screen space

with Abhimanyu Dassani and Shilpa Shetty
Kundra. When probed about what was her biggest
takeaway from the film, Shirley said, "No matter
what goes behind the scenes, you have to earnestly
perform your scenes and get it right. There were
times when due to heavy costumes I had bruises,
but as they say, the show must go on. Actually, all
these things I learnt from Shilpa ma'am. She is
such a strong woman. Not only this, I have been
fortunate enough to work with strong women like
Manisha Koirala, Shilpa Shetty, and Radhika
Sarathkumar as there is a lot to learn from them."

Shirley also spoke about how her parents were
initially uncertain of her getting into the showbiz
industry. She said, "Initially my parents didn't sup-
port me. But later, they grew supportive of me.
Fortunately, over the years they feel proud of the
kind of work I am doing and I am looking forward

to maintaining that."
As the world bid adieu to playback singer KK

after his untimely demise, Shirley Setia spoke
about the singer's importance in her life. She said,
"I just can't believe what happened. Since the time
I got to know about his demise, I have been sob-
bing. He was my idol and I looked up to his music.
He probably won't know but he has inspired me to
do my work with humbleness and conviction. He
was a powerhouse of performance when he was
on stage. I looked up to this quality. His music will
live on forever. I have learnt how to feel the music
through his songs. I can never thank him enough
for that."

On a parting note, the actress thanked her fans
for always supporting her. She said, "My fans are
my biggest support system and I would like to give
them the credit for my success. They have stood by
me during my thick and thins.  Because they loved
me so much, I could be where I am today."

SHIRLEY SETIA REMINISCES LATE SINGER KK :

I have learnt how to feel the
music through his songs

BIG B PRAISES ADIVI
SESH'S STARRER FILM

Team Absolute|Hyderabad

Megastar Amitabh Bachchan praised Adivi Sesh's
film 'Major' on Twitter and wished the cast and
crew well. Late Friday, Amitabh shared the the-

atrical teaser for the film as well as a personal statement
expressing his best wishes. "T 4312 - #Major, a film about
#MajorSandeepUnnikrishnan's life He is one of Mumbai's
26/11's saviours. Now playing in theatres.

@AdiviSesh @saieemmanjrekar @sashitikka @urstru-
lymahesh @AdiviSesh @saieemmanjrekar @sashitikka
@urstrulymahesh. My best regards," reads Amitabh's
tweet. Adivi Sesh, who portrays Major Sandeep
Unnikrishnan in the film, expressed his delight at
Amitabh's praise."This is huge!! The legend himself!!
Thank you so much sir", Adivi Sesh's reply reads.

This film has been one of the most discussed movies of
recent times, as it is receiving applause from both the audi-
ence and the critics.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

Oscar and Grammy-winning compos-
er A.R. Rahman recently hosted a
wedding reception for his daughter

Khatija Rahman, who took wedding vows
with audio engineer Riyasdeen Shaik
Mohamed last month.

As per a report by 'Hindustan Times', the
reception, which was held in Chennai, reg-
istered many of Rahman's industry friends
and colleagues in attendance with some of
them also performing live on stage during
the musical evening. Honey Singh and
Sonu Nigam from the music industry
attended the wedding reception and
blessed the couple. Honey Singh also took
to his Instagram to share a picture from the
reception as he wrote in the caption, "Best

wishes to the blessed couple and congratu-
lations to the whole AR RAHMAN sir's fami-
lies and fans!! @arrameen @arrahman."

Earlier, Honey Singh bowed down to
Rahman at the 22nd edition of IIFA. While
performing on stage at the Bollywood
extravaganza, the rapper-singer climbed
down the stage as he approached the
'Mozart of Madras' and touched his feet.
Sharing the moment capture in video,
Honey had written on the video in the story
section of his Instagram, "Moment of my
life with AR Rahman sir."

Talking about the reception, Khatija
donned a purple lehenga while Riyasdeen
was dressed in a black suit with a bowtie.
AR Rahman wore a kurta-pyjama paired
with a blue jacket while his son Ameen was
in a black sherwani.

AR RAHMAN HOSTS WEDDING 
RECEPTION FOR DAUGHTER; HONEY
SINGH, SONU NIGAM BLESS COUPLE

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Shanaya Kapoor 
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